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Domestic Girlfriend Chapter 243 is a heartbreaking chapter that sees Kei
Sasuga make a difficult decision. Kei has been in love with Natsuo Fuji for
a long time, but she has always been too afraid to tell him how she feels. In
this chapter, she finally decides to confess her feelings, but it does not go
as she planned.

Natsuo is surprised by Kei's confession, but he does not reciprocate her
feelings. He tells her that he loves Rui Tachibana, and that he cannot be
with her. Kei is heartbroken, but she understands Natsuo's decision. She
tells him that she will always love him, and that she hopes he will be happy
with Rui.

Kei's decision to confess her feelings to Natsuo is a brave one. She knows
that there is a chance that he will not reciprocate her feelings, but she is
willing to take that risk. Her decision shows that she is a strong and
independent woman who is not afraid to go after what she wants.

The aftermath of Kei's confession is also heartbreaking. She is left feeling
lost and alone. She does not know what to do with her life now that she
knows that Natsuo does not love her. However, she is determined to move
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on and find happiness. She knows that she deserves to be happy, and she
will not let Natsuo's rejection stop her from achieving her goals.

Domestic Girlfriend Chapter 243 is a powerful and moving chapter that
explores the themes of love, loss, and heartbreak. Kei Sasuga is a complex
and well-developed character who readers can empathize with. Her story is
a reminder that even when things do not go our way, we should never give
up on our dreams.

What's Next for Kei?

It is unclear what the future holds for Kei Sasuga. She may decide to stay
in Japan and try to move on from Natsuo. She may also decide to leave
Japan and start a new life somewhere else. Whatever she decides to do,
she will always be a strong and independent woman who is capable of
achieving anything she sets her mind to.

Readers of Domestic Girlfriend are eagerly awaiting to see what happens
to Kei next. They are rooting for her to find happiness, and they believe that
she has the strength to overcome any obstacle that comes her way.
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